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Today’s Session

1. AI Usage in Academia
2. Basics of How it Works
3. Examples and Modeling
4. Participant Practices
5. Questions & Resources
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1 AI Usage in 
Academia
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1995 2045?

The emergence of Generative AI tools comes in the midst of a 
multi-decade arc of change in education.

Learning Paradigm Transition
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AI Response Framework
PHASE 1: REACTIVE

PHASE 2: STRATEGIC
PHASE 3: 
PARADIGMATIC

Limit or restrict use of 
AI through policies

Ban

Adjust assessments to 
downplay  use of AI

Adapt

Incorporate AI into 
goals, pedagogy, and 
content

Integrate

▫ Responsibly: Make 
students aware of 
appropriate uses

▫ Creatively: New 
assignments meet existing 
learning goals, content, 
and pedagogy

▫ Innovatively: Rethink 
learning goals, pedagogy, 
and content

Create new learning 
goals, pedagogies, 
curricula, and 
disciplines

Reimagine

▫ Policies
▫ Assessments
▫ Pedagogy
▫ Learning
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AI and 
Educating 
the Whole 
Student
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College Students’ Use of AI Tools
March  2023
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College Students’ Use of AI Tools
November 2023

Survey by Pure Spectrum, pubbed by Best Colleges8



Students are outrunning faculty

October 2023
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Students use AI for… 

Knowledge generation
▪ Generate ideas
▪ Seek out models or 

comparisons
▪ Understand difficult concepts 

(including summaries)

Reflection on existing knowledge
▪ Tutor or coach model, giving feedback
▪ Dialogic, simulation, conversational
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Summary
& AI

This article emphasizes the importance of writing in college and 
highlights three key concepts that can transform students' 
understanding of writing. The first concept is that writing is a 
knowledge-making activity, where students have the opportunity to 
create new knowledge through their writing. The article suggests 
beginning the writing process with an inquiry question to foster genuine 
curiosity and engagement. The second concept is that writing is a 
cognitive activity, meaning that the act of writing helps individuals 
develop and refine their thinking.

The article advises generating a draft early on and paying attention to 
what the writing reveals about one's thoughts and ideas. The third 
concept is that writing is not a natural skill but rather a learned 
practice. [...] writing requires effort and revision, and that even 
experienced writers go through multiple drafts. The article 
recommends prioritizing content and structure revisions before 
focusing on surface-level issues like grammar and punctuation. Overall, 
the article aims to provide insights and strategies for students to 
become more proficient academic writers.
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2 How it works 
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Start

Does it matter if the 
output is true?

Do you have 
expertise to verify 
that the output is 

accurate?

Are you able and 
willing to take full 

responsibility (legal, 
moral, etc.) for 

missed 
inaccuracies?

Safe to use 
ChatGPT

Possible to use 
ChatGPT* Unsafe to use 

ChatGPT* But be sure to verify each word and sentence 
for accuracy and common sense

= ‘NO’
= ‘YES’

▪ Some free versions’ training 
data stops at a point in time

▪ Still provides false information
▪ Inequities — access and bias

Limitations
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Reproducing and Perpetuating Bias

Prompt: “Toys in Iraq” “Playing soccer” “Cleaning”

AI-GENERATED IMAGES
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A complicated picture
December 2023
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Mitigating Bias
Black and Asian/Asian American 
students reported being accused 
of plagiarism more (12%) than any 
other group (6% of all students). 
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3 How to Prompt 
LLMs: Models 
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LOW AI 
CONTRIBUTION

HIGH AI 
CONTRIBUTION

HIGH HUMAN 
CONTRIBUTION

LOW HUMAN 
CONTRIBUTION

Help me 
brainstorm, plan, 

polish

Create it for me

© Alchemy

—

Create it with me: 
Human-AI 

collaboration
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Activities and Assessments

▪ Give yourself permission to experiment and be curious
▪ Start with existing work and ask for improvement

▫ Make this more engaging
▫ Adjust this advanced assignment for novice learners

▪ Remember your role as a content and education expert
▫ Go to Chat

© Nectar, Inc 2023 22

https://chat.openai.com/share/55b1acc7-8013-4a51-a40f-f6178fca7489


Design Principles 
Process is key
▪ Drafts and evidence of thought process.
▪ Reading, speaking, improving, responding 

to feedback, reflection, etc.  

The uniquely human - experiential or 
embodied learning and discussions
▪ Students make connections and draw 

upon ideas from speakers, discussions, 
experiences.

▪ More personalized writing and/or shorter, 
in-person work.

Design Questions
▪ Why does this assignment make sense for 

this course?
▪ What are specific learning objectives for 

this assignment?
▪ What are the main concepts, principles, and 

skills I want students to take away from this 
assignment? 

▪ How will I summatively assess their 
knowledge? 

▪ How might students use AI tools while 
working on this assignment?

▪ How might AI enhance or undercut the 
goals of this assignment? How could you 
facilitate or mitigate this?
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FACULTY EXAMPLE   

Janet 
Gomez
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR 
IN BACHELOR OF 
LIBERAL STUDIES

Prof. Gomez wanted her students to examine and 
share their perceptions of a female ruler, as well as 
reflect on their biases on female leadership. 

AI Assignment:  
Use AI tools such as hotpot.ai or DALL-E to generate 
images of female rulers. Input the characteristics 
you believe female rulers should have. Consider: 
▪ How is AI biased in how it produces images of 

humans?
▪ How can we take advantage of AI tools without 

reinforcing biases in student learning?
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Demonstration 
& Practice4
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Prompting Framework

Role 
Act as…

Task 
What the AI 
needs to do

Requirements 
What the product 
should include, 
contain, be, etc.

Instructions 
What the AI should 
do as it acts on the 
prompt
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Consider: 

▪ What do students need to know in 
order to achieve a good product 
(with AI and without)?

▪ What might you need to teach 
them or guide them towards in 
order to achieve that product? 

▪ What process could you suggest 
they use and why? 

AI Exercises 

1. Lean into follow-ups, like “rewrite with a personal tone” 
or “add examples from the text.” 

2. Explanation. 
“Explain the key tenets of utilitarianism in simple terms.”

3. Simulation formulation. 
“Pretend you are a professor and I’m a student.  
Summarize the key points I need to succeed in your 
course on “____.” 

OR 
“You are a writing tutor. Ask me questions about this 
essay that can help me strengthen the argument.

Feed one or more of your assignment prompts into Chat GPT 3.5. What do you notice 
about the output?  Strengths and weaknesses?  
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Communication 
is Key

1. Be explicit as to whether it’s okay to 
use AI tools (intentionally and cited 
where appropriate) or if they are to 
be avoided altogether. 

2. At times, there is increased pressure 
to take shortcuts, so long lead times 
and scaffolding may help.

3. Be transparent with your students 
about process and expectations. 
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Questions &
Resources5
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Deeper Learning of a Topic or Skill 
“I am a novice at [desired topic or skill]. 
Create a four-week development plan 
that will help beginners like me learn 
and improve at [topic or skill].” 

More Prompts to Try

Stories and Metaphors to Enable 
Retention 
“I am learning about [topic]. Convert key 
elements of this topic into engaging 
stories and metaphors to aid my 
learning and retention.” 

Generate New Ideas or Scaffold 
Writing 
“I am writing a [post, blog, article, etc]  
about [topic]. Give me an outline of [#] 
bullet points to use as a framework for 
my writing. Also give me 3 options for an 
engaging title.”

Create a Case Study Assignment as a 
Means of Authentic Assessment 

“Create a case study assignment for a 
college-level nursing course.” 

Strategies to Support a Range of 
Learner Variability 

“For a lesson on [concept being taught] 
create a list of 5 teaching strategies that 
could be used to engage and challenge 
students of various abilities and learning 
preferences.” 

Options for Alternative Assessment 
Methods 
“Provide a list of 5 alternative 
assessment methods that could be used 
to assess student understanding of 
[concept being taught].” 

Glossary of Terms and Definitions 
Relevant to a Unit of Study 

“Create a glossary of terms and 
corresponding definitions for [unit or 
concept being taught].”

Frequent, Low-Stakes, Formative 
Assessments to Gauge Student Progress 

“Create a quiz with [3-5] multiple choice 
questions that assesses students’ 
understanding of [concept being taught]. 
Provide the answer key.”

Open-Ended Questions Aligned with 
Modular Objectives 
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 Recommended AI Tools
ACTIVITY TYPE TOOL EXAMPLES 

Idea Generation ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, Claude

Literature Review typeset.io, Rayyan, Explainpaper, Connectedpapers

Summarizing Glasp, ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, Claude

Outlining & Drafting ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, Claude, Kickresume, textblaze.me

Revising copygenius.io, QuillBot, Grammarly, wordvice.ai

Study Aides Snapchat, ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, Claude

Time/Project Management krisp.ai/ai-meeting-assistant, Goblin Tools

Coding Help hashnode.com/ai, Fronty, Tabnine, debugcode.ai

Data Analysis GPT4,Tableau AI, Excel, Google Workspace (non-GU), Power.bi 

Presentation Tools Gamma, SlidesGPT, slidesgo, Canva
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https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Bing%20AI&showconv=1&form=MW00X7
https://claude.ai/
https://typeset.io/
https://www.rayyan.ai/
http://explainpaper.com
https://www.connectedpapers.com/
https://glasp.co/youtube-summary
https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Bing%20AI&showconv=1&form=MW00X7
https://claude.ai/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Bing%20AI&showconv=1&form=MW00X7
https://claude.ai/
https://www.kickresume.com/en/
http://textblaze.me
http://copygenius.io
https://quillbot.com/
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://wordvice.ai/
https://help.snapchat.com/hc/en-us/articles/13266788358932-What-is-My-AI-on-Snapchat-and-how-do-I-use-it-
https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Bing%20AI&showconv=1&form=MW00X7
https://claude.ai/
http://krisp.ai/ai-meeting-assistant
https://goblin.tools/
https://hashnode.com/ai
https://fronty.com/
https://www.tabnine.com/
https://debugcode.ai/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://www.tableau.com/asset/tableau-ai-pulse-demo?d=7013y000002RQ7sAAG&cq_cmp=20437636950&cq_net=g&cq_plac=
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/get-insights-with-analyze-data-aa105149-1e48-446d-b3df-872dff70a866
https://workspace.google.com/
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/sample-artificial-intelligence
https://gamma.app/
http://slidesgo.com
http://slidesgo.com
http://canva.com


Resources (pg 1/2)

▪ Barnard College’s Guide to Generative AI & the College Classroom. 
▪ CNDLS’ guide to Assignment Design
▪ Yale’s Poorvu Teaching and Learning Center’s AI Teaching Examples
▪ Dartmouth University Institute for Writing and Rhetoric. Syllabus 

and Assignment Design.
▪ “Unlocking the Power of AI: How Tools Like ChatGPT Can Make 

Teaching Easier and More Effective”
▪ College Unbound’s Classroom Policies for AI
▪ Open source Zotero Chat GPT library

Web Resources

Chen, Brian X. “Get the Best from Chat GPT with these golden 
prompts.” New York Times. 25 May 2023.

Mollick, Ethan R. and Mollick, Lilach. “Let ChatGPT Be Your Teaching 
Assistant.” Harvard Business Review, April 27, 2023. 
<www.Hbsp.harvard.edu > 

Ibid. “Why All Our Classes Suddenly Became AI Classes.” Harvard 
Business Review, February 9, 2023.

Ibid. “Using AI to Implement Effective Teaching Strategies in 
Classrooms: Five Strategies, Including Prompts” March 17, 2023.

Weimer, Maryellen. How Assignment Design Shapes Student Learning. 
Faculty Focus, April 2015.

Articles & Books

▪ Case scenarios
▪ Unesco Report 2023
▪ Conducting a Technoethical Audit
▪ University of Sydney Student Guide to AI

Exercises 

Mollick, Ethan. “How AI Changes Everything.” YouTube. Jun 15, 2023  

WACA, “Statement on AI Writing Tools in Writing Across the 
Curriculum,” Writing Across the Curriculum Association. Jan 30, 
2023. 

Nicol, David. “Practice Resources.” The Power of Inner Feedback. 
2023. 

How to Use Generative AI: A Guide for Students. 
https://canvas.sydney.edu.au/courses/51655
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https://cep.barnard.edu/generative-ai-college-classroom
https://cndls.georgetown.edu/assignment-design/
https://poorvucenter.yale.edu/ai-teaching-examples
https://writing-speech.dartmouth.edu/teaching/first-year-writing-pedagogies-methods-design/syllabus-and-assignment-design
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https://hbsp.harvard.edu/inspiring-minds/let-chatgpt-be-your-teaching-assistant
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/inspiring-minds/let-chatgpt-be-your-teaching-assistant
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/inspiring-minds/why-all-our-classes-suddenly-became-ai-classes
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4391243
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4391243
https://www.teachingprofessor.com/topics/for-those-who-teach/how-assignment-design-shapes-student-learning/
https://technoethics.digciz.org/index.php/ai-sceniaros/?fbclid=IwAR2JvmEDLXdIBqL3p83_eNihuhkM8QunirbNfaCz6Ge84EMOvCb6dmW-THU_aem_Ae5kMEtKwTDJjMPpKNCPqxA1pMC4JEMVkdx9gyohNgsPKWHe7xm_0GVySJ4pgKAzNRY&mibextid=Zxz2cZ
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/in/documentViewer.xhtml?v=2.1.196&id=p::usmarcdef_0000385146&file=/in/rest/annotationSVC/DownloadWatermarkedAttachment/attach_import_abeb7ee9-9c0c-4b32-95b1-a20d900b788d%3F_%3D385146eng.pdf&updateUrl=updateUrl9081&ark=/ark:/48223/pf0000385146/PDF/385146eng.pdf.multi&fullScreen=true&locale=en#%5B%7B%22num%22%3A59%2C%22gen%22%3A0%7D%2C%7B%22name%22%3A%22XYZ%22%7D%2C-124%2C842%2C0%5D
https://www.civicsoftechnology.org/edtechaudit
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-MfRMkh_ak
https://wacassociation.org/statement-on-ai-writing-tools-in-wac/
https://wacassociation.org/statement-on-ai-writing-tools-in-wac/
https://www.davidnicol.net/index.php/implementation
https://canvas.sydney.edu.au/courses/51655


Aoun, Joseph. (2018). Robot Proof: Higher Education in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence

Fitzpatrick, Dan, Amanda Fox and Brad Weinstein. (2023, March 30).  
The AI Classroom: The Ultimate Guide to Artificial Intelligence in 
Education. Teacher Goals Publishing. 

“Learn With AI.” University of Maine. 

LinkedIn Learning Generative AI in Education Tool Kit

Mollick, Ethan. (2023, April 23). “AI Required: Teaching in a New 
World.” Youtube. 

Peterson-Lugo, B. (2023). Tech Talk—ChatGPT. Library Instruction 
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https://www.ala.org/rt/sites/ala.org.rt/files/content/archive/202
3mar-jun.pdf

Webb, M. (2023, May 11). A Generative AI Primer. Retrieved July 12, 
2023, from 
https://nationalcentreforai.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2023/05/11/gener
ative-ai-primer/

Generative AI, Libraries, & Higher Ed in General Good Prompting & Teaching Resources 

Mollick, Ethan. Working with AI: Two Paths to Prompting. 
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-paths-to-
prompting. Accessed 12 Nov. 2023.

Ibid. Almost an Agent: What GPTs Can Do. 
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/almost-an-agent-what-gpts-c
an-do. Accessed 12 Nov. 2023.

NMD Projects. "Mock Interview with a Web Designer." NMD Projects, 
https://nmdprojects.net/learnwithai_www/media/gpt4_09_moc
k_interview_web_designer.mp4. Accessed 10 June 2023.

Alexander, Bryan. "Experimenting with Using ChatGPT as a 
Simulation Application." Bryan Alexander's Blog, 
https://bryanalexander.org/gaming/experimenting-with-using-c
hatgpt-as-a-simulation-application/. Accessed 10 June 2023.

"Brainstorm." Teaching.Tools, https://teaching.tools/brainstorm. 
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“Teaching with AI.” Open AI. 
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CNDLS Email   cndls@georgetown.edu

CNDLS Website   https://cndls.georgetown.edu/ai/resources/ 

Contact CNDLS at:
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